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a b s t r a c t 
The key remaining physics design issue for the ITER tungsten (W) divertor is the question of monoblock 
(MB) front surface shaping in the high heat ﬂux target areas of the actively cooled targets. Engineering 
tolerance speciﬁcations impose a challenging maximum radial step between toroidally adjacent MBs of 
0.3 mm. Assuming optical projection of the parallel heat loads, magnetic shadowing of these edges is 
required if quasi-steady state melting is to be avoided under certain conditions during burning plasma 
operation and transiently during edge localized mode (ELM) or disruption induced power loading. An ex- 
periment on JET in 2013 designed to investigate the consequences of transient W edge melting on ITER, 
found signiﬁcant deﬁcits in the edge power loads expected on the basis of simple geometric arguments, 
throwing doubt on the understanding of edge loading at glancing ﬁeld line angles. As a result, a coordi- 
nated multi-experiment and simulation effort was initiated via the International Tokamak Physics Activity 
(ITPA) and through ITER contracts, aimed at improving the physics basis supporting a MB shaping deci- 
sion from the point of view both of edge power loading and melt dynamics. This paper reports on the 
outcome of this activity, concluding ﬁrst that the geometrical approximation for leading edge power load- 
ing on radially misaligned poloidal leading edges is indeed valid. On this basis, the behaviour of shaped 
and unshaped monoblock surfaces under stationary and transient loads, with and without melting, is 
compared in order to examine the consequences of melting, or power overload in context of the beneﬁt, 
or not, of shaping. The paper concludes that MB top surface shaping is recommended to shadow poloidal 
gap edges in the high heat ﬂux areas of the ITER divertor targets. 
© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) ∗ Corresponding author. 
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The ITER tokamak divertor ( Fig. 1 ) is the largest, most complex
nd most expensive component of this type ever constructed [1,2] .
t is a fully water-cooled, tungsten (W) armoured unit, comprisingY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. CAD models of a single cassette of the 54 units in the ITER W divertor and exploded view of a portion of one of the PFUs bearing W monoblocks (note that this is 
not a precise representation of the actual MB design). 
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m  4 stainless steel cassettes bearing vertical targets, themselves
onstituted of a series of plasma-facing units (PFU) made up of
hains of W monoblocks (MB) bonded to a CuCrZr cooling tube.
hese MB are rated for a stationary power handling capacity of
10 MW m −2 , with excursions (referred to as “slow transients”) of
wice this value (20 MW m −2 ) for shorter time durations (several
econds) up to several hundred cycles. This capability was derived
roadly from physics analysis (mostly based on SOLPS-4.3 plasma
oundary code simulations, e.g. [3,4] ), but is also determined to
ome extent by the limits of available technology. It is built into
he engineering qualiﬁcation imposed on the PFU suppliers, who
ust demonstrate integrity of the components for 50 0 0 heat load
ycles of 10 s duration at 10 MW m −2 , in addition to 300 cycles
f 10 s at 20 MW m −2 (performed using electron beam facilities)
5,6] . These criteria are intended to provide a component capable
f survival from the start of ITER operations through to the end
f the ﬁrst DT phase when the primary mission goal of long pulse
several hundred seconds, burning plasma operation at Q DT = 10)
ill have been routinely achieved. 
After several years of reﬁnement following the decision in 2011
o discard the original strategy of a CFC/W target for non-active
hase operations [2] , the remaining key element of the ITER full
 divertor design requiring consolidation is the issue of MB
ront surface shaping. The use of all-metal plasma-facing armour,
specially in high heat ﬂux (HHF) areas, imposes a design in which
omponent melting is avoided if at all possible. Given the glancing
ngles at which magnetic ﬁeld lines impact surfaces in tokamak
ivertors, this means avoiding leading edges (LE) which may occur
ue to tolerance build-up during manufacture and installation of
omponents. 
“Global” shaping, in the form of tilting of the entire vertical
argets ( ∼0.5 °), protects the unavoidable gross misalignments (few
m) appearing between individual cassettes (see Fig. 2 a), whilst
peciﬁc shaping of selected MBs at the toroidal extremities of
uter vertical target baﬄe area provides some mitigation against
he intense transient heat ﬂuxes expected during downward
ertical displacement events [2,7,8] . On the vertical targets, en-
ineering speciﬁcations require that the radial step, d between
oroidally adjacent PFUs in the HHF areas not exceed a challenging
 = 0.3 mm, for inter-PFU poloidal gaps of 0.5 mm ( Fig. 2 b). Ther-
al simulations (see Section 3.4 ) show that such (poloidal gap)
dges will melt for parallel power ﬂux densities q || ∼ 250 MW m −2 ,
orresponding to ∼15 MW m −2 on the top surface of an unshapedB for the ∼3.5 ° ﬁeld line angle of incidence in the baseline
I p = 15 MA, B ϕ = 5.3 T) ITER burning plasma equilibrium (taking
nto account the global target tilt). Such power ﬂuxes are easily
ttainable on ITER in the event, for example, of uncontrolled
ivertor reattachment events. Melting of these MB LEs is also
xpected under transient heat ﬂuxes due to ELMs or disruptions.
n fact, the avoidance of edge melting (and hence the provision
f a factor 2–3 against full surface melting) in the absence of
isalignments (perfect MB alignment), is the origin of the spec-
ﬁcation on the maximum Type I ELM energy loss, W ELM , used
o deﬁne the ITER ELM control requirements [2,9] . In this paper,
E disruption-induced heat loads will not be discussed further.
ith regard to fast transients, focus here will be on ELMs simply
ecause many more such events are expected. 
To protect inter-PFU MB radial misalignments, the baseline ITER
ivertor design solution is to include a simple toroidal bevel on
he MB front surface ( Fig. 2 b). With bevel height of 0.5 mm over
 toroidal extent of 28 mm (the standard dimension in the HHF
rea of the outer vertical target), the bevel angle of ∼1 ° adds to
he global tilt and the ﬁeld line incidence angle to deﬁne the total
ngle for projection of parallel power ﬂux onto the top surface.
onsiderable effort has been invested in a physics and thermal
esponse study of this simple MB shaping option subject to steady
tate and transient (ELM) ion ﬂuxes, employing 3D ion orbit
alculations [10,11] , benchmarked against 2D particle-in-cell (PIC)
odelling, the latter self-consistently including local electric ﬁelds
12] . The result is that although the solution does of course elim-
nate the poloidal edge melting issue for steady state loading, the
ncreased angle between the surface and the ﬁeld lines increases
he top surface power ﬂux density and reduces the margins both
gainst ELM driven melting and the avoidance of surface tempera-
ures (T surf ) in excess of W recrystallization for steady state power
ux densities. In addition, toroidal bevelling does not eliminate
he appearance of local hot spots due to particle penetration down
aps between MBs and ELM induced melting of toroidal gap edges
10,11] . 
The general issue of W leading edge loading in a real tokamak
nvironment at ITER relevant (controlled) ELM energy ﬂux densi-
ies was addressed by a dedicated experiment conducted on JET in
013 [13,14] . A single lamella in one of the bulk-W JET outer diver-
or target tiles was deliberately misaligned to height of ∼1 mm and
xposed to a series of high power H-mode discharges. The experi-
ent hoped to observe transient (ELM-driven) melting for the ﬁrst
62 R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 
Fig. 2. Schematics illustrating the global target tilting (a) and (b) examples of misaligned unshaped (upper) and shaped (lower) toroidally neighbouring MBs giving typical 
ﬁeld line angles and main geometrical parameters. The red bold lines on the MB surface indicate the zones of thermal plasma loading in each case. 
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t  time and to investigate the dynamics of melt motion and any evi-
dence for melt splashing and droplet ejection It succeeded spectac-
ularly in demonstrating dynamic melting on the ELM timescale and
subsequent modelling with the MEMOS-3D melt code reproduced
rather well the observed melt motion and ﬁnal lamella erosion
proﬁle, giving conﬁdence that this code, which is used extensively
for ITER calculations (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4 ), can be trusted. 
However, discrepancies were apparent early on in the JET
experiment between the parallel heat ﬂux required to reproduce
the misaligned lamella surface temperature (only the top surface
of the lamella was visible with an infra-red (IR) camera observing
the lower divertor from the top of the vacuum vessel) and that
derived from observations on non-misaligned surfaces. So called
“mitigation factors”, or perhaps more correctly, “reduction factors”
(0.2 for L-mode and 0.4 for H-mode [14] ) were derived from
these measurements by using MEMOS-3D to generate temper-
ature proﬁles based on the input heat ﬂuxes and from them
producing synthetic signals to compare with the IR data (account-
ing for issues of limited spatial resolution on the lamella top
surfaces). 
At the time of the analysis and reporting of the experiments,
the factors were not understood. A detailed PIC study, for example,
found that ELM ion Larmor orbit effects were by far insuﬃcient to
explain the discrepancy in H-mode [15] , and no such effects could
even be invoked for L-mode, where local plasma temperatures
are low, and ion Larmor orbit radii small in comparison with
the misalignment. This then cast doubt on the understanding
of plasma interactions on LEs at low magnetic ﬁeld incidence
angle and hence on the applicability of the physics approach to
ITER divertor MB shape assessments. As a result, a multi-machine
coordinated task was launched in 2014 through the International
Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) Divertor and Scrape-off Layer
(SOL) Topical Group to investigate the edge power loading issue.
The ﬁrst part of this paper summarizes the ﬁndings available at
the time of writing from this multi-device collaboration, including
some discussion of a new look at the primary JET experiment
which has revealed some issues with the original thermal analysis.
The second part of the paper returns to the question of shaping
in the ITER context, assessing in more detail the pros and cons
of shaping with particular emphasis on the issue of melt damage,
both transient and steady state, with and without shaping. The
application of even a simple toroidal bevel as in the current
baseline vertical target design is an additional complexity in the
manufacturing exercise and must be properly justiﬁed from the
physics/operational standpoint. . Multi-machine leading edge experiments 
In support of the physics basis for the ITER MB shaping decision
nd stimulated by the JET deliberate misalignment experiment
14] , a dedicated coordinated task was established at the beginning
f 2014 within the Divertor and SOL ITPA Topical Group. Several
okamaks (JET, ASDEX-Upgrade, KSTAR, DIII-D, COMPASS) together
ith the linear devices Magnum-PSI and Pilot-PSI responded to
his call, in all cases requiring the provision of dedicated hardware
nd experimental time. The primary aim was to investigate the LE
ower loading at glancing angle studied ﬁrst at JET, with emphasis
n maximizing IR diagnostic capability to best resolve the surface
emperature in the vicinity of the edge which was limited in the
ET experiment due to the long distances between the divertor
nd the IR camera. Tokamak studies were to be performed, where
ossible, in both L-mode and H-mode and magnetic ﬁeld line
ncidence angles in the range relevant to the ITER burning plasma
quilibrium ( α = 3.2 °–3.7 ° - Fig. 2 b) accounting for global target
ilting). A second goal of some of the experiments was to study
he dynamics of transient-induced melting. This aspect will be
iscussed in Section 3.2 . 
A common feature of all these experiments is the restriction
hat the key experimental information (surface temperature)
easurements, is obtained in almost all cases using IR cameras
iewing the LE from above. The loaded edge itself cannot therefore
e observed and thermal analysis is required to match the mea-
ured T surf on the top surface with an inferred q || impinging on the
isaligned edge (arriving at near normal incidence) and on the
urface (deposited at glancing incidence). The input q || is usually
btained from IR measurements elsewhere on a non-misaligned
urface far away from any of the perturbing effects of the LE. The
arallel heat ﬂux is then obtained geometrically from q || = q ⊥ /sin α,
here α is the impact angle between the total magnetic ﬁeld and
he surface, taking into account any geometrical factors of the
urface being observed. For suﬃciently high IR spatial resolution,
uch analysis can usually be performed without the corrections
hich were necessary in the JET case (convolution with the IR
amera modulation transfer function [14] ). 
In a relatively short paper, it is not possible to describe the
etails and results from all the various ITPA experiments. More-
ver, in some cases analysis of results is still underway at the
ime of writing and the conclusions insuﬃciently mature to be
ncluded here. Some of the experiments are described in accom-
anying papers [16-17] . A brief summary of key results from
he LE experiments on the COMPASS tokamak [17] and on the
R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 63 
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Fig. 3. Composite showing the key result from the COMPASS leading edge studies 
on a specially designed graphite inner wall limiter tile [17] in which geometrical 
power loading is closely followed and no discrepancies are found in a depressed 
(“mini-SOL”) region preceding a LE with d = 0.6 mm. 
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b  inear device Magnum-PSI are described below as representative
f these ITPA studies, together with a word on the current status
f the experiments at JET. Preliminary analysis of results from
STAR for inter-ELM power loading [16] support those found on
OMPASS and Magnum-PSI. An initial experiment on DIII-D using
he DiMES divertor manipulator to insert three W blocks carrying
wo different misalignments (d = 0.3 and 1.0 mm) was hampered
y an IR camera defocusing problem, but also concluded that in
-mode, LE power loading could be described geometrically [18] .
 second, much improved experiment in Type I ELMing H-mode,
ncluding time resolved ELM measurements, has been performed
nd is currently being analysed. Further experiments building on
he ﬁrst experience at KSTAR are also underway, with the primary
im to study ELM resolved power loading and to investigate a
ider range of castellation geometries, including toroidal bevels
s planned for the ITER monoblocks. Finally, an extensive study
19] has been performed on ASDEX Upgrade, in which special W
amellas, almost identical in design to those of JET, were exposed
n the outer divertor target to ELMing H-modes. 
.1. COMPASS 
The COMPASS team have concentrated effort s on the observa-
ion of misaligned edge loading in limiter plasma equilibria, using
 series of specially manufactured inner wall graphite limiter
iles directly in the ﬁeld of view of a high resolution IR system
0.3 mm/pixel) mounted on an outboard midplane port [17] . The
atest in these series of special limiters is a symmetric roof top
esign (see Fig. 1 of [17] ), mounted symmetrically at the inboard
idplane, and protruding 6 mm radially inwards compared to
he toroidally neighbouring tiles. The rooftop slope angle is ﬁxed
t 2.5 °, but a 1 ° tilt due to mounting tolerances on the central
olumn, gives an inclination of 1.5 ° on one side of the tile and 3.5 °
n the other. 
Machined into each of the 4 quadrants (above and below the
nboard midplane and on each rooftop) are a set of four poloidal
aps with deliberate misalignments d = 0, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 mm. The
ap with d = 0.6 mm is also arranged such that a small “pocket”,
r depression, is machined into the tile body just to the down-
tream side of the gap. This is intended to simulate the original
isaligned lamella experiment at JET [14] , in which several of
he lamellas in front of the misaligned edge were depressed in
rder to allow ﬁeld line penetration to the edge. This pocket in
ront of the misalignment was qualitatively advanced as one of
he possible explanations for the observed parallel power ﬂux
iscrepancies ( Section 1 ) observed in the JET experiment, with the
easoning being that the depressed surface might lead to enhanced
ross-ﬁeld transport into the “mini-SOL” caused by the pocket and
ence reduce the parallel heat ﬂux to the exposed lamella. 
The key result of this latest COMPASS experiment [17] is neatly
ummarized in Fig. 3 , which gives the measured IR temperature
roﬁle along a toroidal line across the 3.5 ° inclined rooftop in the
ile quadrant containing the poloidal gap with 0.6 mm leading edge
nd the machined depression. The “synthetic” signal also plotted in
ig. 3 , is a rather sophisticated reconstruction using 2D ﬁnite ele-
ent (FE) calculations (using the code CASTEM) to match the mea-
ured T surf on an unperturbed region of the tile far downstream of
he gap and convoluting the numerical proﬁles with a modulation
ransfer function speciﬁc to the IR camera, taking into account ra-
iative perpendicular loading. A key assumption in this process is
hat power deposition is geometrically optical everywhere, includ-
ng on the LE. That is, ion Larmor radius effects ( ρL ∼0.8 mm for
hese COMPASS conditions (toroidal magnetic ﬁeld, B ϕ = 0.9 T) and
hus comparable to d and the gap width) are neglected. Fig. 3 evi-
ently shows that the synthetic signal is a close match everywhere
o the measured power ﬂux density (recalling that the IR cameraoes not directly observe the misaligned edge), including the ma-
hined pocket in front of the LE. The observations of power deﬁcits
een at JET are thus not reproduced, the optical approximation
OA) is valid and the presence of a local depression (“mini-SOL”)
oes not appear to affect the impinging parallel power ﬂux. 
The COMPASS team have supported these high precision IR
easurements and power ﬂux deconvolution with PIC simulations
sing the in-house SPICE code, taking as input values of local
lasma temperature and density measured in previous similar
ischarges using an instrumented limiter tile [17] . These code
imulations demonstrate that ion Larmor radius smoothing should
e occurring in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge un-
er the COMPASS experimental conditions (this is expected for
/2 ρL < 1 [20] ), but the discrepancy between the PIC computed
 surf and the IR measurements, themselves matched almost per-
ectly by heat transfer calculations based on the OA, indicates
hat the PIC assumption of heat conduction dominated by ions
q tot = f ∗q i + (1 − f) ∗q e , with f = 5/7 [17] ), and hence of ambipolar
onditions, is not justiﬁed. A dominant electron contribution
and therefore non-ambipolar conditions), which would match an
A assumption due to the small electron Larmor radius, is one
ossible explanation. This is being further investigated. 
.2. Magnum-PSI 
Leading edge loading has been studied in a series of dedicated
xperiments on the Magnum-PSI linear device in which an in-
lined, water-cooled, castellated target bearing a series of W blocks
isaligned by d = 0.0, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.2 mm has been exposed to
lasma at impact angles in the range α = 4 °–8 ° and observed by
 near-perpendicularly viewing IR camera with 0.4 mm/pixel reso-
ution [21] . Plasma parameters are those characteristic of expected
alues in the strike point vicinity of semi-detached ITER burning
lasmas (T e = 3 eV, n e = 1.3 × 10 20 m −3 ) at a magnetic ﬁeld of
.35 T (thus ρL ∼ 0.5 mm), giving values of the ratio d/2 ρL = 0–1.2,
overing the range over which Larmor smoothing of edge power
oading should occur. 
An example of the experimental results, for α = 5 ° is compiled
n Fig. 4 , showing that for all misaligned cases, the IR heat ﬂux
roﬁles along the misaligned block top surfaces are well matched
y calculated curves obtained from ANSYS ۛFE analysis (fully ac-
64 R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 
Fig. 4. Comparison of measured and computed surface temperatures on W blocks 
misaligned to varying degrees (d = 0 → 1.2 mm) in the Magnum-PSI linear device. 
Geometrical power loading is satisﬁed to within 1.5% [21] . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. FE temperature maps of the special W lamellas in the JET bulk W outer di- 
vertor computed with the Abaqus code using experimental q || input proﬁles: (a) the 
original misaligned component with d ∼1.0 mm and (b) the most recent design with 
a 15 ° slope. More sophisticated analysis techniques and improved diagnostics put in 
place for the latest experiment and applied retrospectively to the 2013 study have 
eliminated the apparent discrepancies in the input q || such that geometric loading 
is now consistent with the measurements [23,24] . This is shown in (c) which com- 
pares for an L-mode pulse in the original experiment, the temporal variation of the 
peak temperature on a poloidal line in the centre of the misaligned lamella in (a) 
compared with the expected value from the FE calculation. counting for the water-cooled environment). This is performed
by ﬁrst using the FE code to derive the incident q || from IR T surf 
measurements on a ﬂat plate (solving the inverse heat conduction
problem), then using the OA together with ANSYS ۛto impose this
q || onto the misaligned blocks and comparing with the experimen-
tally measured T surf . The OA is computed to be satisﬁed to within
1.5% from the data in Fig. 4 . Although PIC simulations are not
available for these Magnum experiments, calculations have been
performed in which the Larmor smoothing effect is simulated by
an increase in heat load on the top surface near the misaligned
edge on the scale of ρL , balanced by a decrease on the LE to
preserve power balance. The result is that such local heat load
modiﬁcations cannot in any case be resolved by the IR system. 
2.3. JET 
As mentioned in Section 1 , it was discrepancies in the de-
rived power loading to the JET misaligned lamella experiment
[14] which stimulated the multi-device ITPA coordinated task.
In an effort to resolve the issue and to gain more insight into
ELM-induced surface melting, a second special lamella experiment
was proposed at JET and installed in 2015. 
Fig. 5 a and b compare the old and new geometries, in the form
of thermal maps derived from FE simulations obtained using the
Abaqus 3D software [22] . Detailed thermal analysis [23] , exploiting
the new, simpler lamella geometry, beneﬁting from improvements
to the IR viewing hardware (notably improvements in system focus
and resolution), properly accounting for several geometrical factors
(magnetic ﬁeld and proper description of the lamella 3D structure)
and the introduction of an as yet unexplained “isotropic” fraction
of the SOL q || seen with the improved IR in the magnetic shadow
behind the special lamella (a more important contribution in
H-mode), ﬁnds no q || discrepancy in either L-mode or H-mode
(including during ELMs). 
A separate, complementary but quite different approach using
ANSYS FE analysis exploiting the same experiments on the new
lamella geometry, but so far for L-mode only, similarly ﬁnds no
discrepancy [24] . Both methods conclude that the OA is satisﬁed
to within ∼10%. Fig. 5 c gives an example for the L-mode generated
using the analysis procedure described in [23] , comparing the tem-
poral evolution of the measured IR and calculated surface tempera-
tures at the peak of the heat ﬂux pattern on the top surface of the
old lamella during pulse JPN 84514.These new analysis tools devel-
R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 65 
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f  ped to model the second lamella experiment, together with the
xperience gained from the latest measurements, seem to show, in
act, that the parallel power ﬂuxes in the original experiment with
he LE special lamella really are only a fraction of what they were
hought to be using the IR data and analysis capability available at
hat time [23] . Nevertheless, the “reduction factors” on q || reported
n [14] required to bring the MEMOS-3D computed surface temper-
tures in line with IR measurements appear to be understood. An
A for the original JET misaligned lamella experiment is thus now
lso consistent with the measured data. 
. Importance of monoblock shaping 
As the previous section has shown, all experiments to-date
onducted under the ITPA multi-machine study have concluded
hat geometrical power loading on poloidal gap LEs can be as-
umed, at least within measurement capabilities for stationary
oading cases (e.g. L-mode or inter-ELM H-mode). Of the ITPA
xperiments which have explicitly addressed the ELM transient
oading question, ASDEX-Upgrade reports that the OA also holds
n this case [19] , as does the new treatment of JET data from the
revious misaligned lamella experiment ( Section 2.3 ). Analysis
rom DIII-D and KSTAR is still underway at the time of writing. 
Under the assumption of geometric power loading, and ex-
luding the issue of toroidal gap loading during ELMs (dealt with
n detail in [10,11] ), an assessment can now be made of the
mportance of shaping the ITER MBs to protect inter-PFU radial
teps at poloidal gaps ( Section 1 and Fig. 2 b). The arguments are
est made by separate discussions which consider loading either
f an exposed poloidal gap (in the case in which no shaping is
pplied) or for a surface bevelled in the toroidal direction, without
aking into account melting or melt dynamics ( Section 3.1 ) and
hen asking what would be the consequences of melting in both
ases ( Section 3.2 ). 
.1. Stationary loading in the absence of melting 
Fig. 6 compiles a series of four 3D ANSYS ۛFE simulations of
tandard ITER tungsten MBs, assumed here to have a minimum
f 6 mm W thickness from the top surface to the Cu interlayer
etween the W and the CuCrZr cooling tube. This thickness is
 compromise between keeping the steady state T surf as low as
ossible for given incident heat ﬂux and maintaining acceptable
argins against the achievement of critical heat ﬂux at the cool-
ng interface in the event of slow transients and avoiding the
verheating of Cu during heavy fast transients (disruption induced
eat ﬂuxes). The four cases comprise unshaped ( Fig. 6 a and b)
nd shaped ( Fig. 6 c and d simple toroidal bevel of Fig. 2 b) MBs
or two values of q ⊥ on the top surface (the incident heat ﬂux
mpinges from the left hand side in all cases). For the purposes of
his comparison, the MBs are assumed to be at the outer target,
here inter-ELM heat ﬂuxes are expected to be highest, even if the
otal angle of impact is lower than at the inner (3.2 ° at the strike
oint including global target tilting). The blocks are assumed to
e uniformly heated in the poloidal direction with no contribution
rom power deposition on toroidal gap edges which is predicted
hen ion Larmor orbits are properly accounted for [10,11] . In all
ases, the MBs are assumed to be misaligned by the maximum
ominal radial displacement of 0.3 mm. 
As shown by the inserts in Fig. 6 a–d, the input top surface
eat ﬂuxes are adjusted such that q || remains constant for each
air of cases, ﬁxed to the value corresponding to q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 
nominal peak steady state power handling limit) and 20 MW m −2 
nominal slow transient) in the axisymmetric case (i.e. without
B shaping or target tilting). This is because the plasma bound-
ry simulations which have been used to deﬁne the maximumxpected peak stationary target heat ﬂux densities for burning
lasma operation [3,4] , do not include target shaping. 
For the bevelled MB, a magnetically shadowed region exists
ver which thermal plasma impact is absent, but on which pho-
onic radiation and charge-exchange ﬂuxes will impinge in the real
ituation of a dissipative divertor. The sharing between thermal
lasma and photonic/CX loading is sensitively dependent on the
evel of detachment and on the way in which it is achieved. For
xample, SOLPS code simulations for the ITER burning plasma
ith 100 MW of SOL power using neon (Ne) seeding for radiative
issipation to give a peak q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 at the outer target ﬁnd
ery low radiative/CX target heat loads, with the majority of the
ower deposited by thermal plasma. In contrast, simulations using
itrogen (N 2 ) seeding for the same input power and peak q ⊥ show
hat, at the strike point, 40% of the heat ﬂux density is due to pho-
ons and CX neutrals. This closely resembles the behaviour seen in
he simulations when carbon is used at the divertor, as expected
iven the similarity of radiation functions between carbon and
itrogen. 
In the sense that the strike point heat ﬂux is more equally
hared between the thermal plasma component (which follows
eld lines) and the more uniform perpendicular CX/photonic com-
onent, N 2 is a favoured option for seeding. Experimentally, on
urrent all-metal tokamaks, N 2 is also observed to permit recovery
f the conﬁnement loss seen when switching from carbon to
etal plasma-facing components [25] . This is not in general yet
he case for Ne, most likely as a direct or indirect consequence of
ncreased power loss outside the divertor in comparison with N 2 .
lthough this complicates life on ITER due both to the need to
andle tritiated ammonia and the impact on duty cycle as a result
f accumulation of ammonia in the divertor cryopumps (requiring
egeneration to higher temperatures to release the ammonia),
here is no obstacle to the use of N 2 in terms of the plant. It
s, however, worth pointing out that integrated modelling using
OLPS to set boundary conditions for a core transport model does
ot exclude the use of Ne on ITER with regard to achieving the
equired plasma performance [26] . The ITER divertor is large com-
ared with current devices and although Ne does not radiate as
lose to the targets as N 2 , the impurity is well conﬁned conﬁned
ccording to the simulations. More reﬁned studies need to account
or the inﬂuence of ﬂuid drifts, which may strongly inﬂuence
he impurity transport. Such work has started for ITER using the
OLPS-ITER code with drifts activated [27] . 
For illustrative purposes, the N 2 simulation case is used here so
hat for the unshaped, misaligned MB ( Fig. 6 a) and a nominal sta-
ionary q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 , q || = 6/sin(2.7) ∼127 MW m −2 (only 60%
f the top surface heat ﬂux carried by thermal plasma, α = 2.7 °
ithout target tilting or shaping), and when the 0.5 ° global outer
arget tilt is added, q ⊥ = 4 + 127 sin(3.2) ∼11 MW m −2 . In the slow
ransient, attached divertor case ( Fig. 6 b), the radiative/CX com-
onent is absent and the nominal q ⊥ = 20 MW m −2 requirement
ields q || = 20/sin(2.7) ∼425 MW m −2 which is incident essentially
erpendicularly on the misaligned edge and leads to a top surface
oading of q ⊥ = 425 sin(3.2) ∼ 24 MW m −2 due to the global tilt. 
The same reasoning is applied to the bevelled MB, but now,
ue to the shaping, 8% of the top surface is shadowed, receiving,
or the nominal stationary q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 case ( Fig. 6 c), only
 MW m −2 of photonic/CX loading. The remaining, non-shadowed
ortion receives q ⊥ = 4 + 127 sin(4.2) ∼13 MW m −2 with the total
ngle now increasing by 1 ° due to the toroidal bevel. In the
low transient case with shaping ( Fig. 6 d), radiative/CX loads are
bsent, there is no power in the shadowed region and the remain-
er of the surface receives the full thermal plasma component:
 ⊥ = 425 sin(4.2) ∼ 31 MW m −2 . 
All simulations have been performed taking into account the
ull temperature dependence of the W thermal properties (as-
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Fig. 6. ANSYS ۛFE simulations of the temperature ﬁeld in unshaped (a,b) and shaped (c,d) ITER water-cooled, outer vertical target tungsten MBs subject to nominal (a,c) and 
slow transient (b,d) heat ﬂuxes. The insets in each ﬁgure illustrate the heat ﬂux densities (MW m −2 ) applied to the various parts of the surface (see main text). Note that 
the magenta zones include all temperatures higher than the maximum values in each colour bar – the maximum temperature achieved in each simulation is indicated. The 
input heat ﬂux impinges from the left and the worst case radial misalignment of 0.3 mm is assumed in all cases. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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T  suming stress-relieved W material) and the nominal ITER divertor
cooling parameters. In all cases, the loading duration is 10 s,
by which point a steady state temperature ﬁeld has been readily
achieved (typically after 5–6 s for both values of q ⊥ ). The full simu-
lation methodology may be found in a more detailed account [28] .
The results illustrate the trade-offs between shaped and
unshaped surfaces under stationary power ﬂux densities. An im-
portant criterion for comparison is in terms of the recrystallization
temperature T recrys . Recrystallization is a thermally activated pro-
cess in which the material crystal structure is modiﬁed due to the
nucleation and growth of new, strain-free grains (grain growth),
reducing the internal residual stress of the material. The process
is associated with a reduction in material strength/hardness, shock
resistance and an increase in ductility [29] and is a function of
time at any given temperature [30] . For any given material, T recrys 
is a strong function of the deformation history and can vary over a
large range (e.g. from T recrys ∼ 10 0 0 °C – 170 0 °C for ITER grade W
depending on how it is produced [31] ). An important consequence
of operation at temperatures beyond T recrys is the development
of MB macro-cracking, which has now been linked to the loss of
strength due to recrystallization [32] . 
The focused heating at the left hand corner of the unshaped,
misaligned MB is clearly visible in Fig. 6 a, with maximum tem-
peratures at q ⊥ = 11 MW m −2 of ∼2500 °C, still far below melting
for W (T melt,W ∼ 3422 °C). At the higher “slow transient” heat
ﬂuxes ( Fig. 6 b) a large zone around the misaligned corner is far
above T melt,W and a signiﬁcant region of the block surface, down
to a depth of several mm, reaches temperatures well above the
maximum of T recrys . In reality, such extreme melt depths will not
occur given the very strong melt motion which is expected toevelop at the corner and which would almost certainly severely
mpact the plasma. In fact, melt temperatures are attained very
uickly in these simulations, after only ∼0.1 s (even for a starting
ondition at T surf = 70 °C, the standard cooling water inlet temper-
ture). Section 3.4 will look more closely at the consequences in
erms of melt motion under stationary loads. 
Returning to the misaligned case at nominal q ⊥ , an important
bservation is the presence of a signiﬁcant volume of material in
he LE vicinity at temperatures in the range of or above T recrys .
ince the misalignment is a permanent feature once the unshaped
lock is installed, even if edge melting is easily avoided (due to the
ater cooling), prolonged, high power operation will unavoidably
esult in recrystallization over a sizeable region (recrystallization
s a function of both temperature and time). For the shaped MBs,
he LE is of course protected, at the price of higher stationary
emperatures at the right hand corner due to the bevelling ( Fig. 6 c
nd d). At nominal q ⊥ ( Fig. 6 c), however, T surf ∼1300 °C, which is
pproximately at or below the value of T recrys found in tests of a
eries of W products each satisfying the ITER material speciﬁca-
ion [30] . At higher q ⊥ ( Fig. 6 d), although a large volume of the
B reaches temperatures  T recrys , melting of the top surface is
arginally avoided. 
Although the preceding arguments serve to highlight the gen-
ral pros and cons associated with shaping in the case of station-
ry, or quasi-stationary loads, the chosen example is only one of a
hole range of possible front surface loading conditions. For exam-
le, as mentioned above, using Ne seeding in place of N in SOLPS
imulations strongly modiﬁes the relative contributions of radia-
ive and thermal plasma loading in the divertor strike point region.
his particular case of Ne seeding with peak q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 is
R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 67 
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Fig. 7. Melt erosion and dynamics in the JET misaligned W lamella experiment. (a) 
MEMOS-3D simulations of ﬁnal erosion proﬁle after 6 near identical Type I ELM- 
ing H-mode discharges with inset high resolution photo of the lamella recovered 
from the machine. (b) Calculated thermionic current density during a single ELM in 
one of the 6 pulses – the inset shows the time dependence across several tens of 
ELMs. (c) Schematic illustrating the electron emission from the melted zone on the 
lamella edge with zoomed region showing grossly exaggerated electron trajectories. 
Note that the electric current direction in the material is deﬁned according to the 
standard convention. sed in [10] for illustrative purposes, but now deploying the full
D ion orbit model to describe the surface loading on shaped MBs,
s opposed to the OA used here. Similar thermal calculations to
hose in Fig. 6 c show that T surf > 1300 °C across almost the entire
urface, with a signiﬁcant region in excess of 1500 °C. This is due
o the increased thermal plasma ﬂux density in the non-shadowed
egion and to toroidal gap edge heating which is manifest only if
on orbits are properly accounted for. The reality is that if shaping
s used to hide misaligned poloidal gap edges, and if the criterion
hat the stationary MB temperature remain below T recrys is to be
atisﬁed, the increase in surface power ﬂux density resulting from
igher ﬁeld line impact angles will have to be offset by a decrease
n q || . This can only be achieved through careful choice and control
f the divertor plasma state and is likely ultimately to be manifest
n operating instructions for the ITER machine. 
.2. ELM driven transient melting: experiment and interpretation 
Assessing the impact of melting on ITER MBs can only be per-
ormed through numerical simulations. Thus far, all calculations
erformed in collaboration with the ITER Organization (IO) have
mployed the MEMOS (Melt Motion at Surfaces) melt code (see
.g. [33] , in both its 2D and 3D versions. Experimental validation
f the code in a tokamak was ﬁrst achieved in TEXTOR for the case
f steady state melting [34,35] and, as ﬁrst discussed in Section 1 ,
t has been very successful in reproducing the melt motion in the
ET misaligned lamella experiment (see [14] and Fig. 7 ). This latter
enchmarking is of particular importance for ITER in the sense
hat it was the ﬁrst time a tokamak experiment had attempted
o address the question of transient (ELM) driven melting, which,
side from disruptions, are the most likely conditions under which
elting is expected to occur on the ITER divertor components [2] . 
The results of MEMOS-3D modelling for the JET experiment
ere ﬁrst published in [14] , in the form of a 2D distribution of
rosion/melt accumulation, computed for a single discharge in the
eries of 6, near identical Type I ELMing H-modes to which the
isaligned lamella was exposed. To compare with high resolution
hotographs of the ﬁnal melt distribution, it was simply supposed
hat the computed melt motion for a single pulse could be mul-
iplied by a factor 6 to account for the 6 identical discharges. The
ull calculation has now been done, taking into account the com-
lete history of the measured time dependent heat ﬂux, including
ll ELMs and the ramp-up and down phases on the lamella for the
 consecutive discharges. The result is shown in Fig. 7 a, which is
he analog to Fig. 26 in [14] , and should be compared with the
hotographed ﬁnal erosion/melt proﬁle included as an inset in the
ame ﬁgure. A heat reduction factor of 0.4 on the q || incident on
he misaligned edge is applied here as in [14] , ensuring a good
atch between the surface temperatures and W vapourization
omputed by MEMOS-3D and those measured experimentally.
s discussed in Section 2.3 , it now appears in the light of new
nalysis that this factor is essentially fully understood so that the
alues of q || used in these MEMOS-3D simulations are correct. 
Even though the MEMOS-3D output can only match the ap-
roximate displacement and accumulation of material (and cannot
ope to reproduce the ﬁne structure seen in very high resolution
hotography of the melted lamella), it is extremely encouraging
hat the simulations should be able to reproduce the gross ma-
erial damage proﬁle. A key observation is that the accumulation
f melted material occurs primarily along the perpendicular LE,
howing that the large melted region normal to the magnetic ﬁeld
ines is the primary source. 
What is most important in this code-experiment benchmarking
xercise with regard to extrapolation to ITER is to have conﬁdence
n the mechanism predicted by the code to qualitatively explain
he JET melt observations. The various forces at play on the melt
68 R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 
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i  layer and the input modelling assumptions were already clearly
described in [14] . Two key factors permit agreement with the
experimental melt displacement: the inclusion of vapour shielding
driven by intense W evaporation during the ELM impact on the
misaligned edge, and the j ×B force on the melted layer, driving
material towards the high ﬁeld side (HFS) of the misaligned
lamella. Here, j is mostly due to the thermionic current, emitted
from the hot melted surface, whose temperature is computed to
reach ∼40 0 0 °C or higher at the ELM peak (well above T melt,W ).
Fig. 7 b gives an example from the MEMOS-3D calculation of
the mean thermionic emission current density along the leading
edge during the ELMing phase of one of the JET discharges in
the sequence reported in [14] . This current, j e , is computed in
accordance with the Richardson–Dushman law [36,37] at all points
on the melted surface: 
j e = A RD T 2 sur f exp 
(
−e ϕ work 
k T sur f 
)
(1)
with A RD Dushman’s constant, ϕwork the work function (e.g.
ϕwork,W ∼ 4–5 eV) and T surf is in K. The current is predicted to
reach ∼10 3 Acm −2 , more than a factor 10 higher than that arriving
at the surface during the ELM due to the plasma. 
The j ×B force generates melt motion towards the HFS along
the poloidal direction with peak velocities up to 1.5 ms −1 , a factor
of 250x the velocity due to the pressure of the impacting ELM
plasma and the gradient of surface tension in the melt layer.
Without this j ×B drive, the total computed surface topology vari-
ation does not exceed ∼20 μm after a full discharge with ∼50 ELM
events, orders of magnitude below the observed melt erosion and
in the wrong spatial directions. 
A detailed model of the emitted electron dynamics giving credi-
bility to this MEMOS-3D calculation has not yet been provided and
would be challenging, probably amenable only to numerical simu-
lations (e.g. PIC). An attempt to describe the process schematically
is presented in Fig. 7 c, which uses the FE simulation model of the
misaligned lamella in Fig. 6 a to illustrate the basic idea, together
with the approximate melt extent computed with MEMOS-3D. The
intense ELM impact on the lamella LE produces a reasonably large
melted zone, which extends only ∼100 μm onto the top (ﬂat) sur-
face, far below what could be resolved by the vertically viewing IR
camera whose pixel resolution is ∼1.5 mm. Thermionic electrons
are emitted everywhere from this melted region, in all directions
at energies characteristic of the surface temperature (thus only
∼0.4 eV). Those which are emitted from the largest melt region,
which is almost perpendicular to the incoming plasma stream
(and to B ), will almost always be pulled away from surface by the
local sheath electric ﬁeld and are subject to little or no electro-
magnetic drift force. They therefore constitute a net current away
from the surface and would force a “replacement” current to be
driven throughout the melt region, providing the drive to push so
much melted material laterally. The current must ﬂow through the
grounded lamella towards the surface as indicated approximately
in Fig. 7 c (which employs the usual convention for electric current
direction), though this simple picture of the situation offers no
explanation of return current paths, which must of course be
present. Presumably in this JET experiment, a large fraction of the
current might return to the toroidally adjacent (non-misaligned)
lamella across the 1 mm gap between them, requiring some degree
of anomalous cross-ﬁeld diffusion. An experiment to conﬁrm this
hypothesis would be a major step in lending credibility to the
explanation put forward here, as would the possibility to measure
the current ﬂowing through the lamella (see below). 
As for the electrons emitted from the corner region and top sur-
face of the melted lamella, they would ﬁnd themselves moving at
an angle to B and may return to the surface after less than one
Larmor gyration, thus no longer contributing to the net emittedurrent. It should be clear that the schematic in Fig. 7 c cannot be a
aithful account of the true current pathways in the material of the
amella. In particular, the details of how the electron current turns
owards the melt layer surface on the LE could only be derived by
uch more detailed calculations. What matters, however, for the
elt motion drive proposed here is that some component of the
urrent ﬂow in the LE melt zone be in the direction perpendicular
o the incident magnetic ﬁeld. The MEMOS-3D calculations do not
et account for the distribution of current ﬂow in the material and
imply assume, for the purposes of computing the forces on the
elt layer, that in the bulk of the melt region the a suﬃcient frac-
ion of the replacement current is ﬂowing vertically through the
aterial. 
In support of the assumption of thermionic electrons escaping
he melted surface, one may use the well-known Child-Langmuir
38,39] law which sets the limit on the maximum electron current
hich can be emitted from a surface for given potential difference
etween the plasma and surface (in this case across the sheath):
j CL = 4 9 ε 0 
√ 
2 e 
m e 
V 
3 / 2 
s 
2 
D 
with D = ( ε 0 T e e n e ) 1 / 2 the Debye length (T e in eV),
ere assumed as an approximation to the sheath width, and V s the
otential drop across the sheath. Assuming V s ∼ T e , simplifying
nd evaluating constants yields j CL = 4 . 2 × 10 −14 n e T 1 / 2 e . Values for
 e and n e during the ELM are not available for the JET melting
xperiment, but a recent study [40] in Type I ELMing discharges
at similar input power ( ∼20 MW) though at lower plasma current,
 p = 2 MA cf. 3.0 MA in the melting experiment) using coherently
veraged divertor target Langmuir probe signals found T e ∼25 eV
nd j sat ∼ 7 × 10 6 Am −2 , implying a sheath edge density of n e ∼
 × 10 20 m −3 and λD ∼ 1 μm. This gives an approximate maximum
urrent admitted across the sheath of j CL ∼ 2 × 10 4 Acm −2 , much
igher than the maximum thermionic emission current computed
y MEMOS-3D at the ELM peak ( Fig. 7 b). This must be considered,
owever, as an extremely conservative estimate given that for
urrent ﬂowing in the sheath, the width would increase and the
oltage would decrease. A space charge limitation on the Richard-
on emission current is thus not imposed in these MEMOS-3D
imulations for JET. In fact, the model adopted in MEMOS-3D for
pace charge limitation follows the theory in [41] . Switching it on
or the JET case has no effect on the magnitude of the emitted
urrent. Without the current ﬂow through the melt implied by the
hermionic emission, the code cannot even remotely match the
xperimentally observed melt motion. 
The JET experiment stimulated effort s within the ITPA multi-
evice LE study to reproduce the effect. Fig. 8 shows two results,
rom an experiment [19] on ASDEX Upgrade in which a replica of
he JET misaligned lamella (in W) was exposed to several Type I
LMing H-mode discharges using the outer divertor target manip-
lator to insert the sample ( Fig. 8 a), and from a study ( [42] and
ig. 8 b) on the Pilot-PSI linear plasma device using a misaligned
luminium (Al) block with d = 0.3 mm (to allow for easier melting
nd to test an ITER-like misalignment). An important aspect of the
SDEX-Upgrade experiment is the inclusion of shunts to measure
he current ﬂowing through the exposed element. In the case of
ilot-PSI, tokamak-like ELM pulses are imposed at near glancing
ncidence on the LE by pulsing the cascaded arc plasma source
hilst simultaneously exposing the edge to steady state plasma
ux, adjusting parameters to ensure that melting occurs only
uring the pulses. 
On ASDEX-Upgrade, as in JET, gross melt motion is observed in
he direction consistent with a j ×B force driven by a strong cur-
ent ﬂow through the melt layer. Moreover, the ELM q || was similar
o the values used on JET and the measured thermionic current is
f magnitude consistent with melting during the ELMs only [19] .
he ﬁnal observed melt proﬁle on the misaligned lamella ( Fig. 8 a)
s practically identical to that found on JET (inset of Fig. 7 a). Note
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Fig. 8. (a) Photo of ﬁnal melt erosion topology of the ASDEX-Upgrade misaligned sample. The resemblance to that from JET ( Fig. 7 a), of which the ASDEX-Upgrade experiment 
was a copy, is remarkable. (b) Melt studies on a 0.3 mm misaligned Al block in Pilot-PSI with (clockwise from top left): photo showing experimental conﬁguration with post 
exposure melt damage, 2D proﬁlometry across the misaligned block surface and 1D proﬁles taken from the leading edge across block surface showing clear deep erosion 
into the bulk after the 50 ELM-like pulses of the exposure. 
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p  lso that the two experimental conﬁgurations (ASDEX-Upgrade and
ET) differ crucially in the geometry: whilst in both cases B ϕ is in
he clockwise (or negative) direction, in JET I p runs clockwise with
he special lamella located in the horizontal outer target and is in
he positive (anticlockwise) direction on ASDEX Upgrade with the
E installed in the outer vertical target. This means that to expose
n edge in JET, the magnetic ﬁeld vector must point away from
he LE ( Fig. 7 c and [14] ) and into it for ASDEX Upgrade ( Fig. 8 b).
he (electron) current ﬂow inside the lamella is thus vertically up-
ards in JET, leading to melt motion radially inwards, and radially
nwards in ASDEX-Upgrade producing melt motion downwards.
n both cases, this is in the direction of the private ﬂux region
nd poloidally towards the HFS and is in each case consistent
ith some fraction of the replacement current compensating
hermionic emission ﬂowing through the melt layer with a com-
onent perpendicular to the top surface of the misaligned lamella. 
In contrast, melt motion in the Pilot-PSI experiment ( Fig. 8 b)
annot be ascribed to thermionic emission. At melting temper-
ture, the latter is many orders of magnitude weaker for Al
ompared with W, due to the inverse exponential dependence on
 surf in eqn. (1) (T melt,Al /T melt,W ∼ 0.2 and the work functions for
 and Al are similar). Moreover, given the geometry of the LE and
agnetic ﬁeld, the observed melt motion in Fig. 8 b is in the op-
osite direction (it moves upwards, against gravity) to what would
e expected if thermionic emission were the main driver as in the
ET and ASDEX Upgrade experiments. This means that an alter-
ative explanation is required for the melt motion. One plausible
rigin is the fact that because current cannot close in the Pilot-PSI
ascaded arc source, it must return through the plasma, creating
adial currents and electric ﬁelds which lead to strong radial gra-
ients in plasma potential and deviations from ambipolarity across
 conducting target surface (net electron current in the centre, net
on current near the periphery). This net inward directed electron
urrent at the target centre would drive an upwards directed j ×B
orce. Such currents have been measured [43] for targets perpen-
icular to the plasma beam, but never for the inclined targets usedere. Melt layer motion driven by cross-ﬁeld currents has been
bserved in separate experiments on Pilot-PSI [44] . It is possible
hat current ﬂows could be further modiﬁed due to the break in
ymmetry introduced by a tilted target. Additional experiments are
equired to investigate this possibility and measure the currents,
specially during the transient ELM-like pulses. 
It might also be noted that the melt motion observed on
eryllium (Be) limiters in JET during accidental melting events
45] could not be attributed to thermionic emission due to the
ow values of this emission for Be, similarly to the case for Al. The
otion was instead suggested to be a consequence of the j ×B
orce due to strong secondary electron emission (s.e.e.) from Be at
he high plasma electron temperatures (T e ∼ 40 eV) characteristic
f the neutral beam heated limiter plasmas in which the melting
ccurred. Two factors indicate that this same mechanism cannot
e at work in the Pilot-PSI Al experiment: the observed melt
otion is in the wrong direction and at T e ∼15 eV, the pulse
lasma temperature is too low for s.e.e. to be signiﬁcant. 
Even if the melt motion in Pilot-PSI cannot be ascribed to the
ame thermionic emission processes as in the tokamak experi-
ents, the results are key to the leading edge issue in showing
ow it is possible for erosion of an ITER-relevant exposed edge to
rogress at a rapid rate. The ﬁnal erosion proﬁle in Fig. 8 b after
xposure to 50 ELM-like pulses extends by several mm across
he misaligned block in the plasma stream direction and to a
epth exceeding the original 0.3 mm misalignment. This is direct
xperimental evidence that once edge melting begins, erosion may
ontinue into the bulk of the material. This is also seen in the
ET ( Fig. 7 a) and ASDEX-Upgrade ( Fig. 8 a) melt experiments, but
n these cases the misalignment is rather extreme (d ∼ 1 mm)
o that an edge perpendicular to magnetic ﬁeld lines is always
uaranteed. Note that the Pilot-PSI experiment was conducted at
 = 1.6 T in H plasma, giving ρL ∼ 0.35 mm during the ELM pulses
T e ∼15 eV) and thus comparable to the misalignment height. 
Modelling of the melt motion in the Pilot-PSI experiment is
lanned but has not yet been attempted and is complicated by the
70 R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 
Fig. 9. MEMOS-3D simulation of ﬁnal surface erosion proﬁle for a single toroidally 
bevelled (h = 0.5 mm) ITER inner vertical target monoblock after 200 manufactured 
ELM transients with energy density 1.1 MJ m −2 just suﬃcient to provoke shallow, 
full surface melting. The ELM impact is randomly varied in the poloidal direction 
and the wetted area is irradiated uniformly (impact angle 4.7 °). Geometrical loading 
assumed. 
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t  different (and not well known) current ﬂows. One reason for the
very severe propagation of the erosion region in the experiment
may be that the transient heat ﬂux densities drove the edge far
above melting such that the natural “machining” of the edge
caused by melt motion was insuﬃcient to reduce the projected
heat ﬂux to values below which intense melting occurs given the
low Al melting temperature (see Section 3.4 ). 
3.3. Consequences of ELM driven melting on ITER monoblocks 
As in Section 3.1 for stationary loads, the impact of ELMs should
be considered from the point of view of shaped or unshaped MBs.
For unshaped, misaligned blocks (assuming the standard 0.3 mm
worst case LE), scoping calculations (not shown here) using 3D
ion orbit modelling [10,11] taking input values of q || for mitigated
ELMs during Q DT = 10 operation from the current ITER heat load
speciﬁcations [2] , predict ELM heat loads on the exposed edge
at least a factor of 5 above the W melting threshold. This is also
true at half toroidal ﬁeld (B T = 2.65 T), when the ﬁrst high power
H-modes are expected on ITER in the non-active phases before
nuclear operation begins [2] . Even for perfectly aligned MBs, ELM
ions with large Larmor orbits are predicted to penetrate into
gaps between them, depositing heat loads taking the edges above
melting. If the ELM energy deposition in ITER were concentrated
in a poloidal distance equivalent to just a single monoblock (width
1.2 cm), ∼20 0 0 MB poloidal gap edges would be exposed to po-
tential melting at each ELM, with similar consequences regarding
melt motion to those seen experimentally on today’s devices
( Section 3.2 ). Shaping using the 0.5 mm toroidal bevel in Fig. 2 ,
alleviates the situation considerably, although ions on some orbits
are still able to access the magnetically shadowed edge and the
melt threshold during the transient can be marginally exceeded
under some conditions [10] . From this point of view, it thus seems
unwise not to shape the MB surface. 
If shaping is employed, what then are the consequences if ELM
driven melting does occur? By virtue of its successful validation
against the JET lamella melt experiment, MEMOS-3D can be used
to make an approximate assessment. As an initial study ( Fig. 9 ),
a situation has been manufactured in which ELM transients aremposed with energy density suﬃcient to melt the top, bevelled
urface of a shaped MB. Geometrical power loading is assumed,
o that ELM ion penetration into gaps (and possible subsequent
dge melting) is absent and all locations on the impacted surface
eceive the same energy density. This is equivalent to assuming
hat the MB poloidal dimension is less than the ELM footprint and
hat there are no ion Larmor orbit effects which modify the power
oading in the toroidal direction. 
According to the existing ITER heat load speciﬁcations, helium
-modes at B T = 2.65 T, I p = 7.5 MA in the non-active phase of
TER operations are thought to be the ﬁrst instances in which
nmitigated Type I ELMs may provide high enough energy densi-
ies to produce full surface melting [2] . This may now have to be
odiﬁed in the light of the new peak parallel ELM energy density
xperimental scaling for Type I ELMs [46] , which is favourable for
TER and which suggests that there may be more margin against
LM-induced MB melting than previously thought. The conclusions
elow derived from MEMOS-3D modelling remain valid however,
ince at some point in the operational campaigns, uncontrolled
LMs will be suﬃciently energetic to fully melt a divertor MB
urface, even if this does eventually occur more at full toroidal
eld than for B T = 2.65 T. A higher B-ﬁeld will mean faster melt
otion, due to j ×B forces. 
Helium ELMs at 2.65 T/7.5 MA are expected to have rise times
n the target of ∼350 μs, frequencies of ∼5 Hz and plasma stored
nergy losses of W ELM ∼4 MJ (the ELM fall time is chosen ﬁxed
t 350 μs) [2] . Time dependent modelling with the SOLPS-5.0
nd JOREK codes indicates peak plasma pressures at the target
uring these events of ∼4 kPa. Steady state (inter-ELM) power
ux densities on the targets will be considerably lower in these
lasmas than for Q DT = 10 operation, so a stationary T surf = 700 °C
s assumed in the strike point region where the ELM peak power
eposition occurs [2] . Since ﬁeld line impact angles are steepest at
he ITER inboard target (see Fig. 2 ), a total angle (including global
arget tilting and MB shaping) of 4.7 ° is taken as a worst case (B T 
4 T at the inner target strike point location for half toroidal ﬁeld
peration). New measurements are also ﬁnding that the peak ELM
 || at the inboard target might be slightly higher than at the outer
46] . 
A single, toroidally bevelled ITER divertor MB is modelled with
EMOS-3D, using the above input speciﬁcations and progressively
ncreasing the transient energy density until shallow, ﬂash melting
ust begins to occur on the MB top surface. This requires E ⊥ ,ELM 
1.1 MJ m −2 on the surface, producing a melt thickness of ∼17 μm
xisting for 500 μs. To produce a more realistic simulation of
he likely surface damage after several such ELMs, the poloidal
osition of the ELM impact on the top surface is varied randomly
etween 0.3 and 1.1 cm. The ﬁnal surface topology after 200 such
vents is shown in Fig. 9 , where MEMOS-3D uses the damage
roﬁle after each event as input to the next. 
These simulations differ from the JET modelling in that W
apour shielding is now absent due to relatively low evaporation
ates (total computed evaporation after 200 events amounts to
 0.08 μm). This is much lower than for the JET misaligned edge
xperiment. In common with the JET case, no space charge lim-
tation is imposed, but because the melting now occurs only on
he top surface, at glancing angles to the B-ﬁeld, a signiﬁcant
raction of the emitted electrons are expected to return back
nto the surface as a result of their gyromotion. In MEMOS-3D, a
odel describing the attenuation of net electron emission due to
yro-rotation at glancing angles [47] can be applied to describe
his “compensation” effect on the thermionic emission current.
t has been switched on to produce the simulation in Fig. 9 and
educes the thermionic current by about a factor 5. This in turn
educes the current ﬂow through the melt layer which decreases
he strength of the j ×B drive. The combination of this effect with
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a  he random poloidal impact location and the frictional force on
he melt layer surface due to the plasma pressure pulse (ﬂow-
ng parallel to B ), generates a ﬁnal surface proﬁle with similar
opological modiﬁcation in both toroidal and poloidal directions,
ompared with the very asymmetric result found in the presence
f a LE. A total predicted surface elevation of ∼15 μm after 200
elt events for the ITER MB is negligible in comparison with
he erosion of the JET misaligned lamella on the mm scale after
300 ELMs ( Fig. 7 a). Computed melt motion speeds are well below
he estimated threshold for droplet splashing. 
These results are of course valid for both shaped and unshaped
Bs, if it is admitted that ELM energy densities suﬃcient to drive
ull surface melting may occur at some point during operations.
he difference being that melting on unprotected poloidal LEs will
e of much greater severity and will occur at much lower ELM
nergies. Note that 3D ion orbit studies indicate that melting of
hin (few 100 μm) edge regions can occur on toroidal gap edges
uring ELMs, even at rather low ELM energy density at the targets
10] . A possible mitigation strategy in this case is the use of a
planar double bevel” in which the MB surface is shaped toroidally
nd poloidally. Studies of this option are still at an early stage at
he time of writing, but show that the combined bevel option does
ave potential to mitigate the ELM toroidal gap loading problem
t the outer target. At the inner target, however, this option is
nlikely to succeed fully since the ﬁeld and target geometry are
uch that ions and electrons ﬂow to opposite sides of the toroidal
ap and so both cannot be simultaneously shadowed. In all cases,
he addition of a poloidal bevel further increases the magnetic
eld impact angle and hence the steady state and ELM-induced
eat ﬂux density everywhere on the unshadowed MB top surface. 
.4. Consequences of stationary melting on misaligned edges 
Section 3.1 has considered the case of stationary loading on
haped and unshaped MBs, assuming baseline misalignments and
mposing standard and “slow transient” heat ﬂuxes. The emphasis
here was on the consequences mostly in terms of the bulk
emperatures likely to be attained in the MB and their proximity
o T recrys . Note that since the high values of q ⊥ imposed in these
alculations can only be readily achieved in high performance
lasmas, they necessarily apply only to the burning plasma phases
f operation. 
A deep melted region in the vicinity of the LE is evident in
he FE simulation in Fig. 6 b for an incident q || = 425 MW m −2 
corresponding to an attached/high recycling divertor plasma).
his is not a realistic simulation in the sense that the melted
aterial would not remain intact for the long timescales of these
E simulations (in which T melt,W is already exceeded after ∼0.1 s).
o study the likely melt motion in the case of misaligned and
nshaped MBs, recourse is again made to MEMOS-3D simula-
ion, employing the same MB geometry and ﬁeld line angles as
n Section 3.3 for the ELM driven melting calculation, but now
ithout toroidal bevelling and with a ﬁner numerical mesh to
roperly resolve the very narrow region (300 μm) of the LE. As
or the ELMs, this corresponds to the inner target, focusing on a
low transient (plasma reattachment) event in which the input
eat ﬂux density rises far above the value yielding the peak
teady state q ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 . Since this is now appropriate to
igh performance plasmas, operation at nominal toroidal ﬁeld and
urrent is assumed (B T = 5.3 T, I p = 15 MA), giving B T ∼7.9 T at the
nner target strike point. Plasma pressure is assumed to be zero in
hese stationary loading cases. 
The procedure is similar to the ELM melting calculations:
ssume the OA and ﬁnd a value of q || at which melting begins
or given heating duration, but this time considering a 0.3 mm
isaligned edge on an unshaped MB. A starting T = 10 0 0 °C issurf ssumed, corresponding approximately to steady state operation at
 ⊥ = 10 MW m −2 . The full MB cooling tube geometry with nominal
ater cooling parameters has been included. The input q || is
aintained for a ﬁxed duration (2.5 s) to study the melt dynamics.
he incoming heat ﬂux is applied uniformly along the full poloidal
xtent of the MB (12 mm). 
Sample results are shown in Fig. 10 , giving the time evolution
f the peak temperature and the maximum melt depth ( Fig. 10 a)
n the misaligned edge, together with the top surface proﬁle in the
icinity of the LE at the end of the 2.5 s heating duration ( Fig. 10 b).
t q || = 250 MW m −2 , corresponding to q ⊥ ∼ 15.3 MW m −2 on the
op surface, melting of the 0.3 mm misaligned edge begins at 0.5 s.
he maximum melt depth peaks at 270 μm, thereafter decreasing
ntil the melt region effectively re-solidiﬁes. This is a result of the
elt motion which produces an effective chamf ering of the LE,
educing the surface power ﬂux density. This effect is not seen in
he JET misaligned lamella melting experiment since the very deep
isalignment ( ∼1 mm) ensures that there is always a large surface
rea of material approximately perpendicular to the magnetic
eld lines and so erosion continues unabated into the lamella
ulk. 
During the period over which the edge melts, thermionic emis-
ion occurs as usual (at a level of ∼300 Acm −2 ), driving a poloidal
 ×B melt motion with velocities up to 100 cm s −1 (estimated to
e insuﬃcient to drive droplet splashing). This is combined with
 toroidal motion of several cms −1 due to the gradient of surface
ension in the melt region. The surface topology in the vicinity of
he LE at t = 1.5 s (near the end of the melt duration) is presented
n Fig. 10 b, showing extremely high levels of undesirable material
ccumulation (up to 1.4 mm) at the toroidal gap edge and a com-
lex surface relief. This is not, however, a large quantity of material
er se, since, as shown in Fig. 10 , the melt occurs only over a
oroidal extent roughly equal to the height of the misaligned
dge (30 0–40 0 μm). This is, of course, the difference between
he melt motion simulation and the stationary FE calculations
f Fig. 6 . Assuming, as shown in Fig. 10 , that a volume of only
0.3 ×0.3 ×12 mm 3 melts and is swept away from the melt zone,
nd that this were to happen at ∼20 0 0 misaligned MBs in the
trike point vicinity (see Section 3.3 ), the total amount of material
oved constitutes only ∼41 g of W. The consequences of debris on
he scale of the accumulated material shown in Fig. 10 detaching
nd being swept into the divertor plasma have not yet been
ssessed, though dedicated studies on ASDEX-Upgrade [48] and
esults from the JET misaligned lamella experiment [14] suggest
hat the perturbation to plasma operation may not be signiﬁcant. 
Additional simulations have been performed in which a
oloidally neighbouring MB is also included (gap width 0.4 mm)
ithout radial misalignment, but subject to the same q || 
 250 MW m −2 . The poloidal melt motion occurs as before,
ith material piling up across the gap and re-solidifying on con-
act with the neighbouring edge (which remains below melting
y virtue of the lack of misalignment). The result is clear gap
ridging, at least over a toroidally very thin region ( ∼0.5 mm). The
ate of such melted material in terms of response to subsequent
lasma exposure is an obvious question, as is the continued
volution of the eroded LE (which has been seen experimental
nder pulsed loading – Section 3.2 ). The latter can be addressed
y further MEMOS-3D simulations. These have not yet been
erformed, though a simulation has been run in which a simple
hamfered poloidal gap edge is assumed on a radially misaligned,
nshaped MB. The chamfering is at 45 ° across the extent of the
E (0.3 mm). As expected, 30% higher heat ﬂuxes (1/cos(45)) are
ow required to melt the edge (q || = 325 MW m −2 cf. 250 MW m −2 
or the straight edge) and the resulting melt pool depth reaches
 maximum of only ∼125 μm. At ﬁrst sight, this appears in
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Fig. 10. MEMOS-3D simulation of a slow transient (q || = 250 MW m −2 ) melt event 
on an unshaped, misaligned (d = 0.3 mm) ITER inner target monoblock. (a) Time 
variation of peak temperature and melt thickness. (b) Surface erosion proﬁle at 
t = 1.5 s (dashed vertical line in (a)) at the end of melting. Note the compressed 
scale on the ordinate. The heat ﬂux is applied uniformly along the left hand poloidal 
edge to a depth of 0.3 mm (geometrical approximation with impact angle 3.7 °). 
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e  ontradiction to the Pilot-PSI results with a 0.3 mm misaligned
dge reported in Section 3.2 (see also Fig. 8 a), where multiple
LM-like heat pulses were observed to continuously erode into
he bulk of the misaligned block. The difference is that whilst
n the MEMOS-3D calculations for the ITER MB, q || was chosen
lways to be just suﬃcient for melting onset. In contrast, in the
ilot-PSI experiment, the ELM heat ﬂux was always such that the
xposed edge was signiﬁcantly above T melt,Al during the transients,
omething which cannot be guaranteed never to happen on ITER.
urther code simulations are required to study this. 
It is interesting to note that 3D ion orbit studies of chamfering
r rounding of toroidal gap edges show that such shaping brings
o net beneﬁt for transient loading since the act of shaping opens
p gaps for a higher ﬂux of ELM ions to reach gap surfaces which
hey could not otherwise access [11] . 
. Discussion and conclusions 
The last key decision to take for the ITER W divertor design
s the need or not for tungsten MB front surface shaping. Small
adial misalignments are inevitable between toroidally neighbour-
ng components, exposing edges to intense power ﬂux densities
owing parallel to magnetic ﬁeld lines impacting at shallow
ngles, even if every effort will be made at the manufacturing
tage to avoid them. Global tilting of the entire vertical targets
agnetically shadows the much larger radial displacements from
ivertor cassette to cassette. 
The simplest MB surface shaping to implement is a planar
oroidal bevel of height just suﬃcient (with some margin) to
rotect the worst case radial misalignment (speciﬁed for the man-
facturers at 0.3 mm). This option, with bevel height h = 0.5 mm,
as been chosen for the ITER baseline design ( Fig. 2 b, lower).
nfortunately, however, the increased angle (1.0 °) afforded by the
nclusion of this bevel, added to that from the global target tilt
0.5 °), increases the impact angle for plasma thermal ﬂuxes on
he MB surface and hence the power ﬂux density compared with
 perfectly cylindrical system. It is the trade-off between the in-
reased power ﬂux density, which has implications for both steady
tate and transient power handling, and the protection against
elting of protruding edges, which is at the heart of a decision as
o whether or not MB surface shaping should be applied. 
An experiment at JET in 2013, devised primarily to study the
hysics of ELM-induced edge melting in support of the ITER
ivertor design, was extremely successful in demonstrating for
he ﬁrst time in a tokamak how transient melting could lead to
eavy erosion and large scale melt motion when a deliberately
isaligned edge was exposed to intense power ﬂux densities
owing parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld in the divertor strike point
egion during ELMs. Analysis of the experiment, however, revealed
iscrepancies in the parallel power loading required to explain
he experimentally measured surface temperatures on the top
urface of the misaligned component, casting doubt on the under-
tanding of plasma interaction at glancing incidence. As a result, a
ulti-device effort, with the participation of the ASDEX-Upgrade,
OMPASS, DIII-D, JET and KSTAR tokamaks and the Pilot-PSI and
agnum-PSI linear devices, was launched within the ITPA Divertor
nd SOL Topical Group to investigate both leading edge power
oading and to further study melt dynamics. 
With regard to non-transient edge power loading (i.e. in the ab-
ence of ELMs), a very detailed series of experiments on COMPASS
17] and Magnum-PSI [21] found no deviations from power loading
ccording to the optical (geometrical) approximation. First experi-
ents performed on KSTAR [16] and DIII-D [18] reached the same
onclusion. A second experiment on JET with a modiﬁed target
lement (a sloped surface in place of a perpendicular misaligned
dge), improved diagnostics and analysis methods concludes that
R.A. Pitts et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 60–74 73 
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 eometric loading is now consistent with measurements, for both
- and H-mode. Moreover, application of the improved analysis
echniques developed for this second experiment ﬁnds, retrospec-
ively, that the original discrepancies in the ﬁrst, misaligned edge
xperiment, are now explicable and do not originate from any new
hysics of edge power loading [23,24] . A replica of the original JET
xperiment, performed on ASDEX-Upgrade, also concludes that the
A applies in both L- and H-mode [19] . 
Meanwhile, an exhaustive comparison between the 3D ion
rbit calculations which have been used to study the proposed
TER MB shaping solution and more complex (and CPU intensive)
IC simulations accounting self-consistently for local electric ﬁelds,
as shown that the simpler orbit approach is an excellent approx-
mation to the local power loading in the case of both stationary
nd ELM-driven power loads [12] . In the former case, ion orbits
re suﬃciently small, particularly on ITER, that the assumption of
eometric loading is valid. Even in some of the ITPA experiments
ith low enough magnetic ﬁeld to produce ion orbits on the
cale or larger than the dimension of the radially misaligned edge,
Larmor smoothing” effects, though predicted to occur in the LE
icinity, cannot in general be experimentally discerned owing to
he small spatial scales involved. For the ELMs, where ion energies,
nd hence orbits, are higher, similar conclusions apply thus far,
hough the analysis of data from KSTAR and DIII-D on detailed
LM leading edge power loading is awaited at the time of writing. 
Concerning edge melting, the quantitative agreement ob-
ained with the MEMOS-3D melt code in comparison with the
LM-driven gross erosion/melt motion found in the original JET
isaligned edge experiment is extremely encouraging with respect
o the validity of calculations being made for ITER with the same
ode. Replication of this same melt motion in a separate experi-
ent in identical geometry on ASDEX-Upgrade [19] , reinforces the
onclusions regarding the key physics at work. The dominant drive
or the melt motion is identiﬁed as the j ×B force due to intense
hermionic emission from the melted surface, with the dynamics
ntimately linked to the geometry of the situation. This latter
spect, including the structure of electric ﬁelds and the trajectories
f the emitted electrons in the leading edge vicinity, is an area for
urther study, both experimental and theoretical, given the rather
rude treatment currently included in MEMOS-3D. In particular,
etter understanding of the global return current paths in the
ystem, the dynamics of electron return to the melt surface and
 better description of the virtual cathode forming due to space
harge under transient conditions would help in improving model
evelopment. More work is also required to examine the current
athways inside the material in the vicinity of the melted surface. 
The outcome thus far of the multi-device ITPA study, together
ith theoretical studies of edge power loading, therefore concludes
hat geometrical, or optical power loading can be assumed to zero
rder when comparing misaligned shaped or unshaped MBs to sta-
ionary and ELM transient heat ﬂuxes from the point of view of the
global” response. That is, neglecting the ﬁne details of tiny “opti-
al hotspots” appearing during stationary operation or very local-
zed toroidal and poloidal gap edge melting during ELMs which are
nly revealed when 3D ion orbits are fully accounted for [10,11] . 
Under these conditions, thermal calculations for stationary heat
uxes conclude in favour of toroidal shaping from the point of
iew both of the avoidance of continuous edge overheating during
ormal operation and of severe edge melting in the case of slow
ransient situations when divertor heat ﬂux control may be lost.
imulations of the melt motion which would occur in this case
f MBs were left unshaped predict rapid accumulation of melted
aterial and potential toroidal gap bridging, though calculations
ave not yet been performed to study the subsequent behaviour
nce the bulk of the LE has been removed. Nor can the fate of
he melted material be quantitatively predicted by simulation.xperimentally, there is evidence that erosion of the melted edge
ontinues into the bulk of the material if the heat ﬂux persists
t high enough levels, even for the relatively low worst case
isalignments expected in the ITER divertor. 
From the point of view of melting, if j ×B forces are assumed
s the main drivers, then it probably matters little whether the
elting occurs in a single “slow transient” event, or as the result of
ccumulated ELM driven events. Even though chamfering of mis-
ligned poloidal gaps can increase the threshold for melting during
tationary (inter-ELM) loading, the gain will be of no consequence
or insuﬃciently controlled ELMs, where energy densities are
ransiently much higher and take the edge far above melting. As a
esult, the principle gain from toroidal bevelling (subject to ELMs
eing appropriately managed in terms of plasma energy loss) is the
revention of material accumulation possibly leading to toroidal
ap bridging across poloidally neighbouring MBs (which has
onsequences for current ﬂow between blocks during disruptions)
nd the danger of continued erosion into the bulk of the MBs once
he initial LE has been removed. If toroidal bevelling is applied,
ut ELMs are still suﬃciently energetic to melt the top surface
unlikely before the burning plasma phase of ITER operation [9] ),
hen the absence of a sharp edge leads, if the melt simulations are
orrect, to greatly reduced material accumulation. This conclusion
pplies also of course to the top surface of an unshaped MB, but
ith the difference that much more serious melting will also occur
n the poloidal gap edge, even in the absence of radial misalign-
ent. It is perhaps worth making the somewhat obvious statement
hat if the accumulated surface topological damage approaches or
xceeds the bevel height, then the shaping can no longer be con-
idered effective. This kind of approximate criterion can be used
o ﬁx a crude “budget” for the number of allowed transient events
t given energy density in ITER, in particular for disruptions [49] . 
On the basis of the results shown here, it is therefore concluded
hat poloidal gap edge protection should be provided on the ITER
ivertor monoblocks in the high heat ﬂux areas of the vertical targets.
 simple toroidal bevel is the easiest solution to implement tech-
ologically, though more sophisticated 3D ion orbit simulations
emonstrate that this does not completely eliminate the risk of
LM-driven melting on poloidal gaps, and offers no protection
ith respect to toroidal gap edge melting during ELMs, which
lways occurs ﬁrst, before top surface melting [10,11] . 
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